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"Even in 2012, Ben Graham is still a hero to me" - Warren Buffett (from the author's interview with

Buffett for The Einstein of Money)Warren Buffett has repeatedly acknowledged Benjamin Graham, a

man he personally studied and worked under, as the primary influence on his investment approach.

Indeed, there is a direct line between the record-shattering investing performance of Buffett (and

other value investors) and Graham's life. In six books and dozens of papers, Graham-widely known

as the "Dean of Wall Street"-left an extensive account of an investing system that, as Buffett can

attest to, actually works!In The Einstein of Money, author and business consultant Joe Carlen

educates the listener on Graham's most essential wealth-creation concepts (as selected by Buffett

himself), while telling the colorful story of Graham's amazing business career and his multifaceted

personal life. As the author shows, Graham was a brilliant innovator in many areas-from devising a

new currency to writing a Broadway play. His complex personality combined impeccable

professional ethics with a checkered, even wild, romantic life.Carlen's biography distills the best

from Graham's extensive published works (including his candid memoirs, released in 1996) and

draws from the author's interviews with Warren Buffett, Charles Brandes, other top US and global

value investors, Graham's surviving children and friends, and select finance professors and authors.

In this manner, The Einstein of Money weaves Graham's transformational ideas into the narrative of

a momentous life and legacy.Warren Buffett once said, "No one ever became poor by reading

Graham." By the same token, no one will ever become poor, bored, or uninspired by listening to

Carlen's lively, informative biography of Benjamin Graham and his time-tested techniques for

generating wealth.
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Fine writing style and presentation about Ben Graham. Interesting to see the interplay between

family dynamics and how it influenced his philosophy about life. If there will be an update, what I

would like to read more about is his life rather than his method as the author tends to sidetrack into

detail about his work often. All in all, a great read!

This book was a great read. It offered many insights into the character and atmosphere of the times

that Benjamin Graham operated in.I knew he was a great investor and mentor for Warren Buffett

now I know that he was also a great man. It's too bad that Wall Street doesn't practice the ethics

and honesty of Ben Grahm today.

Decent enough book but lacked the riveting story of a great biography and gave just a superficial

glance at Graham's work.

Loved the book. Benjamin Graham helped make me a millionaire but I don't think I would have liked

to have met him. The book reveals what a terrible human he was.

Great Book. This book should be on the shelf of every value investor! Enjoy it.The author not only

tells the life of Ben Graham, but also teaches about his methods and how to become a good

investor. As Warren Buffett said: " None ever gets poor by reading Graham".

Ben GRaham was a wizard of the financial world. He would probally roll over in his grave in disgust

with the state of the country at the present time . He would probally be saying the the markets are in

a big bubble and all bubbles do burst

Einstein of Money provides additional background detail about Benjamin Graham's life as well as a

basic exposition of his investing insights. The historical and familial dynamics that formed his

lifelong commitment to conservative, analytical investing are worth reading to flesh out one's

perspective on this seminal figure in the history of investment. It also confirms the many anecdotes

in other books that Graham was an expert on investing, but more interested in understanding great

ideas than in the accumulation of great wealth.



This books has a great margin of safety, buy it.
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